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If you hope to study and learn more about a
certain species, it will be helpful to know how
many there are in the area you want to study.

Estimating Wildlife Densities
Grades 6-8

Materials:
•

•

Pre-made turtle cut outs for students to
color and notch

•

Hole punchers

•

Markers/crayons

•

•

Zebra Cadoozles Mechanical Pencils/
Zebra Sarasa Porous Pens

•

Paper/journal

•

Staplers

•

Fake box turtle habitat (kiddy pool,
tarp, tablecloth, etc)

To create turtles, first print them off
on cardstock. Then cut along the lines
indicated and fold the front ends over
the back end so that the yellow scutes
are covered (use the attached turtle
with highlighted scutes as a guide).
Staple the ends together and your turtles are ready!

Pre-made turtle cut outs that
are already colored

Background:
•

If you hope to study and learn more about a certain species, it will be helpful to know how
many there are in the area you want to study.

•

‘Mark and Recapture’ techniques are often used for populations in a given area.

•

One such mark and recapture technique is the “Peterson Method.” This method is based on
a single episode of marking animals and a second single episode of recapturing individuals.

•

Assumptions for the Peterson Method:

•

•

The population is closed: does not change in size during the study period (i.e. effects of
births, deaths, and movements are negligible).

•

All animals have the same chance of getting caught in the first sample.

•

Marking individuals does not affect their catchability.

•

Animals do not lose marks between the two sampling periods.

•

All marks are reported on discovery in the second sample.

The Saint Louis Zoo’s Institute for Conservation Medicine studies box turtle movements and
health in Forest Park by marking and recapturing them by notching their shells. http://www.
stlzoo.org/conservation/institute-for- conservation-medicine/box-turtle-project/

1st Session:
•

Have students research three-toed and ornate box turtles, specifically how they move,
their range, and their behavior.

•

Inform students about the Zoo’s work to learn more about box turtles in Forest Park
and that they will be practicing their field skills just like the folks at the Zoo!

•

Have each student collect one box turtle from the box turtle habitat and color their box turtle
(you can decide how ‘accurate’ you want their turtles to be in terms of colors and patterns).

•

Then, using the provided scute identification code, have the students punch a hole in the
scutes that represent their three initials.
•

•

Using the colored turtle below, make sure the students
do not count the green scutes as letters.

The students can then place their box turtles back in the box turtle habitat.

2nd Session:
•

Replace some of the students’ turtles with the premade colored turtles.

•

Tell the students a week has passed and they are to recollect turtles from the box turtle habitat
(be sure student collect all of the turtles available)

•

Once all of the turtles are collected, have the students
record how many were notched, and who they belong to.

•

As a class, fill out the formula to estimate the turtle population of your box turtle habitat:
•

M = Number of turtles marked in your first collection

•

C = Number of turtles collected a week later, your second collection

•

R = Number of turtles in second collection that are marked

•

N = Population estimate
N = CM/R

3rd Session:
•

As a class or broken up in groups, discuss your results
(you can also prepare a list of questions for the students to fill out as a group).

•

Example questions:
•

What do you think happened to the notched turtles you did not recapture?

•

What are the different possibilities?

•

Do you think this is a good method to estimate population size?

•

Do you think there are other ways to determine population size without capturing the animals?

•

What would you do differently?

BOX Turtle Box turtle habitat Population Record
Sheet
Name:

How many turtles did you notch in your first collection? (M)

How many turtles did you collect in your second collection? (C)

How many turtles in your second collection were notched? (R)

Now solve the equation:

CxM=

⁄R=

(Your population estimate!)

